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My Family Album Jan 03 2020 The author of Chimpanzee Politics and Bonobo: The Forgotten Ape captures
the social interactions of apes, focusing on the subtle gestures of chimps, bonobos, capuchin, baboons, and
macaques as they interact within their groups. 10,000 first printing. (Biology & Natural History)
The Behavioral Ecology of the Tibetan Macaque Dec 14 2020 This open access book summarizes the multidisciplinary results of one of China's main primatological research projects on the endemic Tibetan macaque
(Macaca thibetana), which had continued for over 30 years, but which had never been reported on
systematically. Dedicated to this exceptional Old World monkey, this book makes the work of Chinese
primatologists on the social behavior, cooperation, culture, cognition, group dynamics, and emerging
technologies in primate research accessible to the international scientific community. One of the most
impressive Asian monkeys, and the largest member of its genus, the Tibetan macaque deserves to be better
known. This volume goes a long way towards bringing this species into the spotlight with many excellent
behavioral analyses from the field.- Frans de Waal, Professor of Psychology, Emory University, USA.
Macaques matter. To understand primate patterns and trends, and to gain important insight into humanity,
we need to augment and expand our engagement with the most successful and widespread primate genus
aside from Homo. This volume focuses on the Tibetan macaque, a fascinating species with much to tell us
about social behavior, physiology, complexity and the macaque knack for interfacing with humans. This book
is doubly important for primatology in that beyond containing core information on this macaque species, it
also reflects an effective integrated collaboration between Chinese scholars and a range of international
colleagues--exactly the type of collaborative engagement primatology needs. This volume is a critical
contribution to a global primatology. - Agustín Fuentes, Professor of Anthropology, University of Notre Dame,
USA. I have many fond memories of my association with Mt. Huangshan research beginning in 1983, when
together with Professor Qishan Wang we established this site. It is such a beautiful place and I miss it. It is
gratifying to see how far research has progressed since we began work there, becoming more
internationalized and very much a collaborative endeavor under the long-term direction of Professor Jin-Hua
Li and colleagues. This book highlights the increased interest in this species, representing a variety of
disciplines ranging from macro aspects of behavior, cognition and sociality, to micro aspects of microbes,
parasites and disease, authored by a group of renowned Chinese and international primatologists. I applaud

their efforts and expect more interesting work to come from this site in the years ahead.- Kazuo Wada,
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University, Japan.
The Pictorial Guide to the Living Primates Jan 15 2021 Introduces members of the primate family, from
monkeys and humans to whales,looking at their anatomy and physiology
Macachiavellian Intelligence Oct 04 2022 Judged by population size and distribution, homo sapiens are
clearly the most successful primates. A close second, however, would be rhesus macaques, who have adapted
to—and thrived in—such diverse environments as mountain forests, dry grasslands, and urban sprawl.
Scientists have spent countless hours studying these opportunistic monkeys, but rhesus macaques have long
been overshadowed in the public eye by the great apes, who, because of their greater intelligence, are
naturally assumed to have more to teach us, both about other primates and about humans as well. Dario
Maestripieri thinks it is high time we shelve that misperception, and with Macachiavellian Intelligence he
gives rhesus macaques their rightful turn in the spotlight. The product of more than twenty years studying
these fascinating creatures, Macachiavellian Intelligence caricatures a society that is as much human as
monkey, with hierarchies and power struggles that would impress Machiavelli himself. High-status
macaques, for instance, maintain their rank through deft uses of violence and manipulation, while altruism is
almost unknown and relationships are perpetually subject to the cruel laws of the market. Throughout this
eye-opening account, Maestripieri weds his thorough knowledge of macaque behavior to his abiding
fascination with human society and motivations. The result is a book unlike any other, one that draws on
economics as much as evolutionary biology, politics as much as primatology. Rife with unexpected
connections and peppered with fascinating anecdotes, Macachiavellian Intelligence has as much to teach us
about humans as it does about macaques, presenting a wry, rational, and wholly surprising view of our
humanity as seen through the monkey in the mirror.
The Macaque Connection Nov 05 2022 The concept of this book arises from a symposium entitled “HumanMacaque Interactions: Traditional and Modern Perspectives on Cooperation and Conflict ” organized at the
23rd Congress of the International Primatological Society, that was held in Kyoto in September 2010. The
symposium highlighted the many aspects of human-macaque relations and some of the participants were
invited to contribute to this volume. The volume will include about 11 chapters by a variety of international
authors and some excerpts from published literature that illustrate cultural notions of macaques.
Contributions from invited authors will engage with four main perspectives – traditional views of macaques,
cooperative relationships between humans and macaques, current scenarios of human-macaque conflict, and
how living with and beside humans has affected macaques. Authors will address these concerns through their
research findings and reviews of their work on the Asian, and the lone African, macaques.
Human Herpesviruses Jul 01 2022 This comprehensive account of the human herpesviruses provides an
encyclopedic overview of their basic virology and clinical manifestations. This group of viruses includes
human simplex type 1 and 2, Epstein–Barr virus, Kaposi's Sarcoma-associated herpesvirus, cytomegalovirus,
HHV6A, 6B and 7, and varicella-zoster virus. The viral diseases and cancers they cause are significant and
often recurrent. Their prevalence in the developed world accounts for a major burden of disease, and as a
result there is a great deal of research into the pathophysiology of infection and immunobiology. Another
important area covered within this volume concerns antiviral therapy and the development of vaccines. All
these aspects are covered in depth, both scientifically and in terms of clinical guidelines for patient care. The
text is illustrated generously throughout and is fully referenced to the latest research and developments.
Good Natured Jul 21 2021 To observe a dog's guilty look. to witness a gorilla's self-sacrifice for a wounded
mate, to watch an elephant herd's communal effort on behalf of a stranded calf--to catch animals in certain
acts is to wonder what moves them. Might there he a code of ethics in the animal kingdom? Must an animal
be human to he humane? In this provocative book, a renowned scientist takes on those who have declared
ethics uniquely human Making a compelling case for a morality grounded in biology, he shows how ethical
behavior is as much a matter of evolution as any other trait, in humans and animals alike. World famous for
his brilliant descriptions of Machiavellian power plays among chimpanzees-the nastier side of animal
life--Frans de Waal here contends that animals have a nice side as well. Making his case through vivid
anecdotes drawn from his work with apes and monkeys and holstered by the intriguing, voluminous data
from his and others' ongoing research, de Waal shows us that many of the building blocks of morality are
natural: they can he observed in other animals. Through his eyes, we see how not just primates but all kinds
of animals, from marine mammals to dogs, respond to social rules, help each other, share food, resolve
conflict to mutual satisfaction, even develop a crude sense of justice and fairness. Natural selection may be
harsh, but it has produced highly successful species that survive through cooperation and mutual assistance.
De Waal identifies this paradox as the key to an evolutionary account of morality, and demonstrates that
human morality could never have developed without the foundation of fellow feeling our species shares with
other animals. As his work makes clear, a morality grounded in biology leads to an entirely different
conception of what it means to he human--and humane.
From Monkey Brain to Human Brain Feb 13 2021 Leaders in cognitive psychology, comparative biology, and
neuroscience discuss patterns of convergence and divergence seen in studies of human and nonhuman

primate brains. The extraordinary overlap between human and chimpanzee genomes does not result in an
equal overlap between human and chimpanzee thoughts, sensations, perceptions, and emotions; there are
considerable similarities but also considerable differences between human and nonhuman primate brains.
From Monkey Brain to Human Brain uses the latest findings in cognitive psychology, comparative biology,
and neuroscience to look at the complex patterns of convergence and divergence in primate cortical
organization and function. Several chapters examine the use of modern technologies to study primate brains,
analyzing the potentials and the limitations of neuroimaging as well as genetic and computational
approaches. These methods, which can be applied identically across different species of primates, help to
highlight the paradox of nonlinear primate evolution--the fact that major changes in brain size and functional
complexity resulted from small changes in the genome. Other chapters identify plausible analogs or homologs
in nonhuman primates for such human cognitive functions as arithmetic, reading, theory of mind, and
altruism; examine the role of parietofrontal circuits in the production and comprehension of actions; analyze
the contributions of the prefrontal and cingulate cortices to cognitive control; and explore to what extent
visual recognition and visual attention are related in humans and other primates. The Fyssen Foundation is
dedicated to encouraging scientific inquiry into the cognitive mechanisms that underlie animal and human
behavior and has long sponsored symposia on topics of central importance to the cognitive sciences.
Evolution of Primate Social Cognition Jul 29 2019 This interdisciplinary volume brings together expert
researchers coming from primatology, anthropology, ethology, philosophy of cognitive sciences,
neurophysiology, mathematics and psychology to discuss both the foundations of non-human primate and
human social cognition as well as the means there currently exist to study the various facets of social
cognition. The first part focusses on various aspects of social cognition across primates, from the relationship
between food and social behaviour to the connection with empathy and communication, offering a multitude
of innovative approaches that range from field-studies to philosophy. The second part details the various
epistemic and methodological means there exist to study social cognition, in particular how to ascertain the
proximal and ultimate mechanisms of social cognition through experimental, modelling and field studies. In
the final part, the mechanisms of cultural transmission in primate and human societies are investigated, and
special attention is given to how the evolution of cognitive capacities underlie primates’ abilities to use and
manufacture tools, and how this in turn influences their social ecology. A must-read for both, young scholars
as well as established researchers!
Ethnoprimatology Dec 02 2019 A how-to guide for ethnoprimatological research in the Anthropocene,
offering an inside look at the latest research in the field.
Primate Behavioral Ecology Mar 05 2020 Primate Behavioral Ecology, described as “an engaging, cuttingedge exposition,” incorporates exciting new discoveries and the most up-to-date approaches in its
introduction to the field and its applications of behavioral ecology to primate conservation. This unique,
comprehensive, single-authored text integrates the basics of evolutionary, ecological, and demographic
perspectives with contemporary noninvasive molecular and hormonal techniques to understand how different
primates behave and the significance of these insights for primate conservation. Examples are drawn from
the “classic” primate field studies and more recent studies on previously neglected species from across the
primate order, illustrating the vast behavioral variation that we now know exists and the gaps in our
knowledge that future studies will fill.
Monkeys Jun 19 2021 With full captions explaining how each species act in a group, communicate, hunt and
feed, and rear its young, Monkeys is a brilliant examination in 150 outstanding color photographs of these
remarkable primates. As our closest relatives in the animal world, monkeys have always fascinated and
amused humans in equal measure. Monkeys is an outstanding collection of photographs showing these
complex, intelligent animals in their natural habitat. Arranged in chapters covering anatomy, family,
behavior, feeding, and young, Monkeys features a wide variety of monkeys and apes, including baboons,
gorillas, Orang Utans, macaques, howler monkeys, spider monkeys, marmosets, gibbons, mandrills, and
chimpanzees. The smallest monkey is the pygmy marmoset, which can be just 4.6 inches in length with a
6.8-inch tail and weighing just over 3.5 oz., while the massive Grauer's gorilla can weigh over 400 lbs.
Primates Sep 22 2021 Discusses the order of the animal kingdom known as primates and describes the
members of fifteen different species that are found in the Americas, Africa, Madagascar, and Asia.
Cooperation in Primates and Humans Sep 10 2020 Cooperative behaviour has been one of the enigmas of
evolutionary theory. This book examines the many facets of cooperative behaviour in primates and humans. It
bridges the gap between parallel research in primatology and studies of humans, and highlights both
common principles and aspects of human uniqueness, with respect to cooperative behaviour.
Evolution and Ecology of Macaque Societies Nov 12 2020 This 1996 book is a synthesis of the ecology,
evolution, behaviour and conservation of extant macaque species.
Coalitions and Alliances in Humans and Other Animals Aug 29 2019 This book explores in detail how and
why animals, including humans, cooperate with one another in conflicts with other members of their own
species, and examines the difference such help makes to their lives and to the nature of the societies in which
they live.

Primate Origins of Human Cognition and Behavior Aug 22 2021 Biologists and anthropologists in Japan have
played a crucial role in the development of primatology as a scientific discipline. Publication of Primate
Origins of Human Cognition and Behavior under the editorship of Tetsuro Matsuzawa reaffirms the pervasive
and creative role played by the intellectual descendants of Kinji Imanishi and Junichiro Itani in the fields of
behavioral ecology, psychology, and cognitive science. Matsuzawa and his colleagues-humans and other
primate partners- explore a broad range of issues including the phylogeny of perception and cognition; the
origin of human speech; learning and memory; recognition of self, others, and species; society and social
interaction; and culture. With data from field and laboratory studies of more than 90 primate species and of
more than 50 years of long-term research, the intellectual breadth represented in this volume makes it a
major contribution to comparative cognitive science and to current views on the origin of the mind and
behavior of humans.
Medical Primatology May 19 2021 Due to the high degree of biological similarity between primates and
humans, monkeys and apes have been used successfully in medical research for many decades. Medical
Primatology: History, Biological Foundations and Applications provides a comprehensive summary linking the
use of monkeys and apes in biomedical research to their kinship with humans. The book begins by discussing
the history of this research, and then focuses on the biological foundations upon which medical primatology
has been built. Primate taxonomy and evolution are reviewed, using not only traditional sources of data, but
also recent experimental evidence from molecular biology, genetics, and biomedicine that indicates the need
to place higher simians in the family of man. Condensing a broad range of scientific literature into one
volume, this will be a useful reference for specialists in the biological sciences and medicine, as well as
researchers involved in biological, anthropological, biomedical, clinical, and pharmacological research on
primates.
Aggression and Peacefulness in Humans and Other Primates Nov 24 2021 This book explores the role of
aggression in primate social systems and its implications for human behavior. Many people look to primate
studies to see if and how we might be able to predict violent behavior in humans, or ultimately to control war.
Of particular interest in the study of primate aggression are questions such as: how do primates use
aggression to maintain social organization; what are the costs of aggression; why do some primates avoid
aggressive behavior altogether. Students and researchers in primatology, behavioral biology, anthropology,
and psychology will read with interest as the editors and contributors to this book address these and other
basic research questions about aggression. They bring new information to the topic as well as an integrated
view of aggression that combines important evolutionary considerations with developmental, sociological and
cultural perspectives.
Monkeys, Apes, and Humans Sep 03 2022 (tentative) What bring about biodiversity are not always genes. As
is the case with humans, cultural diversity of non-human animals has also been found. Most of well-known
examples of animal cultures are those of food acquisition behaviors, such as sweet-potato-washing by
Japanese macaques and nut-cracking by chimpanzees. First author, Naofumi Nakagawa, introduces cultural
diversity of social behaviors in wild Japanese macaques, such as the embracing behaviors between adult
females in a wild group in each population of Yakushima, Kinkazan, and Shimokita. The subtle local
difference in embracing can be identified as the first evidence for social customs in wild Japanese macaques.
The next author, Michael A. Huffman, introduces the self-medicative behavior in non-human primates, which
is a relatively new study in primatology. Parasites cause a variety of diseases that affect the behavior and
reproductive fitness of an individual. He classifies health maintenance and self-medicative behaviors
observed in non-human primates into four levels. Not only humans but also apes and monkeys are
maintaining their health. The third authors, Hiroo Imai, Masaki Tomonaga, and Yasuhiro Go, are promoting
comparative cognitive sciences of primates including human and chimpanzees. Recently, human personal
genome projects progresses as related to the phenotypes including cognition, while there was no similar
project for non-human primates. They started personal genome and transcriptome projects of chimpanzees in
Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University, years ago. They introduce recent progresses of the project and
related results based on the primate genome sciences.
Games Primates Play, International Edition Oct 12 2020 Most humans don't realize that when they exchange
emails with someone, anyone, they are actually exhibiting certain unspoken rules about dominance and
hierarchy. The same rules regulate the exchange of grooming behavior in rhesus macaques or chimpanzees.
Interestingly, some of the major aspects of human nature have profound commonalities with our ape
ancestors: the violence of war, the intensity of love, the need to live together. While we often assume that our
behavior in everyday situations reflects our unique personalities, the choices we freely make, or the
influences of our environment, we rarely consider that others behave in these situations in almost the exact
the same way as we do. In Games Primates Play, primatologist Dario Maestripieri examines the curious
unspoken customs that govern our behavior. These patterns and customs appear to be motivated by free will,
yet they are so similar from person to person, and across species, that they reveal much more than our
selected choices. Games Primates Play uncovers our evolutionary legacy: the subtle codes that govern our
behavior are the result of millions of years of evolution, predating the emergence of modern humans. To

understand the rules that govern primate games and our social interactions, Maestripieri arms readers with
knowledge of the scientific principles that ethologists, psychologists, economists, and other behavioral
scientists have discovered in their quest to unravel the complexities of behavior. As he realizes, everything
from how we write emails to how we make love is determined by the legacy of our primate roots and the
conditions that existed so long ago. An idiosyncratic and witty approach to our deep and complex origins,
Games Primates Play reveals the ways in which our primate nature drives so much of our lives.
Monkeys on the Edge May 31 2022 Long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) have a wide geographical
distribution and extensively overlap with human societies across southeast Asia, regularly utilizing the edges
of secondary forest and inhabiting numerous anthropogenic environments, including temple grounds, cities
and farmlands. Yet despite their apparent ubiquity across the region, there are striking gaps in our
understanding of long-tailed macaque population ecology. This timely volume, a key resource for
primatologists, anthropologists and conservationists, underlines the urgent need for comprehensive
population studies on common macaques. Providing the first detailed look at research on this underexplored
species, it unveils what is currently known about the population of M. fascicularis, explores the contexts and
consequences of human-macaque sympatry and discusses the innovative programs being initiated to resolve
human-macaque conflict across Asia. Spread throughout the book are boxed case studies that supplement the
chapters and give a valuable insight into specific field studies on wild M. fascicularis populations.
Humans' and macaque monkeys' language production. Similarities with special regards to Broca's area Mar
29 2022 Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject Speech Science / Linguistics, grade: 1,0, University
of Göttingen, language: English, abstract: This paper examines, whether apes share the same feature of the
human language system with specials regards to Broca’s area. The human language system is unique and
allows our species to understand and verbally communicate with each other. It consists of complex syntax
and semantics and is rooted deeply in the brain and specific areas. The speech area of the human brain is
called Broca’s area . Many neurologists and scientists did studies and researched the composition of the
human and the monkey brain. Similarities as well as differences between the species were discovered which
will demonstrate the relation between the human species and its early animal ancestors.
Cheating Monkeys and Citizen Bees Jun 07 2020 Here biologist Lee Dugatkin outlines four paths to
cooperation shared by humans and other animals: family dynamics, reciprocal transactions (or "tit for tat"),
so-called selfish teamwork, and group altruism. He draws on a wealth of examples—from babysitting among
mongooses and food sharing among vampire bats to cooperation in Hutterite communities and on
kibbutzim—o show not only that cooperation exists throughout the animal kingdom, but how an
understanding of the natural history of altruism might foster our own best instincts toward our fellow
humans.
Neglected Diseases in Monkeys Apr 17 2021 This book offers a valuable resource, reviewing the current
state of knowledge concerning the pathology and epidemiology of infectious diseases in both captive and wild
monkeys. The One Health concept forms the framework of all chapters. The multidisciplinary team of authors
addresses neglected diseases caused by the three major pathogen groups - bacteria, viruses, and parasites.
Moreover, the volume discusses key virulence factors such as the evolution of antibiotic resistance, and the
ecological drivers of and human influence on pathogen transmission. Demonstrating how researchers
working on monkeys diseases are increasingly thinking outside the box, this volume is an essential reference
guide to the field of One Health and will serve as an asset for stakeholders in conservation, healthcare and
research organizations that face the challenge of moving beyond classical human oriented approaches to
health.
Macaque Societies Apr 05 2020 Explores primate societies and their evolution using macaques as a model.
The Hunt for the Dawn Monkey Mar 17 2021 A leading authority on the primate fossile record sheds new
light on the human evolutionary tree, reconstructing the early roots of modern-day humans, offering a
compelling new vision of anthropoid evolution, and analyzing the relationship between humans and other
primates.
Chimpanzees in Biomedical and Behavioral Research Aug 02 2022 For many years, experiments using
chimpanzees have been instrumental in advancing scientific knowledge and have led to new medicines to
prevent life-threatening and debilitating diseases. However, recent advances in alternate research tools have
rendered chimpanzees largely unnecessary as research subjects. The Institute of Medicine, in collaboration
with the National Research Council, conducted an in-depth analysis of the scientific necessity for
chimpanzees in NIH-funded biomedical and behavioral research. The committee concludes that while the
chimpanzee has been a valuable animal model in the past, most current biomedical research use of
chimpanzees is not necessary, though noted that it is impossible to predict whether research on emerging or
new diseases may necessitate chimpanzees in the future.
Ethnoprimatology Oct 31 2019 The list of challenges facing nonhuman primates in the 21st century is a long
one. The expansion of palm oil plantations to feed a growing consumer class is eating away at ape and
monkey habitats in Southeast Asia and Central Africa. Lemurs are hunted for food in the poorest parts of
Madagascar while monkeys are used as medicine in Brazil. Traditional cultural beliefs are maintaining

demand for animal body parts in West African markets while viral YouTube videos of “cute” and “cuddly”
lorises have increased their market value as pets and endangered their populations. These and other issues
are addressed in this book by leading researchers in the field of ethnoprimatology, the study of
human/nonhuman primate interactions that combines traditional primatological methodologies with cultural
anthropology in an effort to better understand the nuances of our economic, ritualistic, and ecologic
relationships.
Chimpanzees and Human Evolution Feb 02 2020 Knowledge of wild chimpanzees has expanded dramatically.
This volume, edited by Martin Muller, Richard Wrangham, and David Pilbeam, brings together scientists who
are leading a revolution to discover and explain human uniqueness, by studying our closest living relatives.
Their conclusions may transform our understanding of human evolution.
Micro-, Meso- and Macro-Connectomics of the Brain Aug 10 2020 This book has brought together leading
investigators who work in the new arena of brain connectomics. This includes ‘macro-connectome’ efforts to
comprehensively chart long-distance pathways and functional networks; ‘micro-connectome’ efforts to
identify every neuron, axon, dendrite, synapse, and glial process within restricted brain regions; and ‘mesoconnectome’ efforts to systematically map both local and long-distance connections using anatomical tracers.
This book highlights cutting-edge methods that can accelerate progress in elucidating static ‘hard-wired’
circuits of the brain as well as dynamic interactions that are vital for brain function. The power of
connectomic approaches in characterizing abnormal circuits in the many brain disorders that afflict
humankind is considered. Experts in computational neuroscience and network theory provide perspectives
needed for synthesizing across different scales in space and time. Altogether, this book provides an
integrated view of the challenges and opportunities in deciphering brain circuits in health and disease.
Primate Sexuality Jun 27 2019 Primate Sexuality provides an authoritative and comprehensive synthesis of
current research on the evolution and physiological control of sexual behaviour in the primates - prosimians,
monkeys, apes, and human beings. This new edition has been fully updated and greatly expanded throughout
to incorporate a decade of new research findings. It maintains the depth and scientific rigour of the first
edition, and includes a new chapter on human sexuality, written from a comparative perspective. It contains
2600 references, almost 400 figures and photographs, and 73 tables.
The Missing Lemur Link Oct 24 2021 A comparative study of lemurs in the context of shared ancestral links
with both humans and primates.
Monkeys on the Edge Dec 26 2021 Long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) have a wide geographical
distribution and extensively overlap with human societies across southeast Asia, regularly utilizing the edges
of secondary forest and inhabiting numerous anthropogenic environments, including temple grounds, cities
and farmlands. Yet despite their apparent ubiquity across the region, there are striking gaps in our
understanding of long-tailed macaque population ecology. This timely volume, a key resource for
primatologists, anthropologists and conservationists, underlines the urgent need for comprehensive
population studies on common macaques. Providing the first detailed look at research on this underexplored
species, it unveils what is currently known about the population of M. fascicularis, explores the contexts and
consequences of human-macaque sympatry and discusses the innovative programs being initiated to resolve
human-macaque conflict across Asia. Spread throughout the book are boxed case studies that supplement the
chapters and give a valuable insight into specific field studies on wild M. fascicularis populations"
Primate Sexuality Feb 25 2022 Primate Sexuality provides a synthesis of current research on the evolution
and physiological control of sexual behaviour in the primates - prosimians, monkeys, apes, and human beings.
This new edition has been updated and greatly expanded throughout to incorporate a decade of new research
findings.
Occupational Health and Safety in the Care and Use of Nonhuman Primates Jul 09 2020 The field of
occupational health and safety constantly changes, especially as it pertains to biomedical research. New
infectious hazards are of particular importance at nonhuman-primate facilities. For example, the discovery
that B virus can be transmitted via a splash on a mucous membrane raises new concerns that must be
addressed, as does the discovery of the Reston strain of Ebola virus in import quarantine facilities in the U.S.
The risk of such infectious hazards is best managed through a flexible and comprehensive Occupational
Health and Safety Program (OHSP) that can identify and mitigate potential hazards. Occupational Health and
Safety in the Care and Use of Nonhuman Primates is intended as a reference for vivarium managers,
veterinarians, researchers, safety professionals, and others who are involved in developing or implementing
an OHSP that deals with nonhuman primates. The book lists the important features of an OHSP and provides
the tools necessary for informed decision-making in developing an optimal program that meets all particular
institutional needs.
Simulation and mirror neurons. Evidence in humans and monkeys Sep 30 2019 Seminar paper from the year
2011 in the subject Philosophy - Theoretical (Realisation, Science, Logic, Language), grade: 1,7, University of
Dusseldorf "Heinrich Heine" (Institut für Philosophie), course: Philosophy of Neuroscience, language:
English, abstract: In the last years there has been evidence for a special class of neurons. These so-called
mirror neurons are located in the premotor cortex of monkeys and equally show activity during the

performance and the observation of particular actions. Some authors interpret this function as the neural
correlate of mind-reading, the ability to attribute mental states to others. Furthermore this interpretation is
valued as support to a particular theory of mind theory; simulation theory, which claims that we understand
the inten-tions, beliefs and emotions of others by simulating their mental processes on the basis of our own.
In this paper I will review evidence for mirror neurons being the neural correlate of mind-reading. To
accomplish this I will also review evidence for mirror neurons in monkeys and humans and give a short
outline of simulation theory.
Monkeys on the Edge Apr 29 2022 Long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) have a wide geographical
distribution and extensively overlap with human societies across southeast Asia, regularly utilizing the edges
of secondary forest and inhabiting numerous anthropogenic environments, including temple grounds, cities
and farmlands. Yet despite their apparent ubiquity across the region, there are striking gaps in our
understanding of long-tailed macaque population ecology. This timely volume, a key resource for
primatologists, anthropologists and conservationists, underlines the urgent need for comprehensive
population studies on common macaques. Providing the first detailed look at research on this underexplored
species, it unveils what is currently known about the population of M. fascicularis, explores the contexts and
consequences of human-macaque sympatry and discusses the innovative programs being initiated to resolve
human-macaque conflict across Asia. Spread throughout the book are boxed case studies that supplement the
chapters and give a valuable insight into specific field studies on wild M. fascicularis populations.
Origins of Intelligence Jan 27 2022 A look at the origins of cognitive abilities in primate species. Since
Darwin’s time, comparative psychologists have searched for a good way to compare cognition in humans and
nonhuman primates. In Origins of Intelligence, Sue Parker and Michael McKinney offer such a framework
and make a strong case for using human development theory (both Piagetian and neo-Piagetian) to study the
evolution of intelligence across primate species. Their approach is comprehensive, covering a broad range of
social, symbolic, physical, and logical domains, which fall under the all-encompassing and much-debated term
intelligence. A widely held theory among developmental psychologists and social and biological
anthropologists is that cognitive evolution in humans has occurred through juvenilization—the gradual
accentuation and lengthening of childhood in the evolutionary process. In this work, however, Parker and
McKinney argue instead that new stages were added at the end of cognitive development in our hominid
ancestors, coining the term adultification by terminal extension to explain this process. Drawing evidence
from scores of studies on monkeys, great apes, and human children, this book provides unique insights into
ontogenetic constraints that have interacted with selective forces to shape the evolution of cognitive
development in our lineage. “The authors’ elegant theory and comprehensive empirical synthesis of how the
development of human intelligence and brain evolved opens up cascading heuristic avenues for creatively
answering one of the great questions in the human history of ideas.” —Jonas Langer, Human Development “A
handy source of information on comparative cognitive abilities related to life history and brain variables.”
—James Anderson, Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute
Humans or monkeys May 07 2020 What causes the vast majority of people to be so diligent in the maximum
satisfaction of basic needs? Even if they know that the earth as a closed system cannot adapt to the
increasing consumption of resources. From this observation alone, they should come to the conclusion that a
human has nothing in common with a monkey. If people behaved like monkeys, one would not have to worry
about planet earth or its creatures. What drives many people, besides a thirst for power and money, to such
reprehensible behavior? The book text is completely in German and Hebrew.

macachiavellian-intelligence-how-rhesus-macaques-and-humans-haveconquered-the-world-by-dario-maestripieri-2007-11-30
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